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Being an entrepreneur, it is your dream to see your site making progress
and getting leads, and you're not alone in dreaming about it. Nowadays,
competition is very high, and marketing requires even more hard work
and dedication. To get facebook leads, ads are a number one helpful
source. Facebook lead ads are basically the forms that connect and
provide different opportunities to the users. Below are the ways by which
Facebook lead ads can be generated and used to advertise:

Getting Started:

1

The first step is to create a Facebook account and then getting logged
into it.

2

Now, go to Facebook ads manager and if you already don’t have an
account there, create one.

3 In the next step, get started with your new ads manager account, or if
you already have one, you'll see an option to "Create", in the top left
corner, choose it.

Naming and Campaigning:

4

Further, after choosing the option to create an ad, select lead generation
as your Facebook ad objective.

5

Now it’s time to name your campaign according to your desires.
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6

You’ll now be asked to choose a page for the lead it, choose it.

7

After all of these steps, click on “View Terms”.

8

It'll then show you the terms and conditions of creating a Facebook lead
ad, read them carefully.

9

Finally, agree to these terms and condition to finish the process of
creating lead ads on Facebook.

Audience and Formats:

10

It is essential to have a target audience while creating Facebook lead
ads, so choose it.

11

Add budgets and placements to your lead ad in this step.

12

Select any desired format from among picture, video, slideshow or
carousel.

13

You can also preview your ad while creating it from the window present
in the right corner of the page.
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14

Include the headline of your Facebook lead ad, its body and at the end,
a call-to-action.

15

By scrolling down, you’ll see an option saying “Contact Form” open it.

16

There add a title, a simple custom question, brief intro and your brand’s
privacy policy with a Thank You note at the end.

17 In the next step, go to the Settings of your Account and see if you want
to get leads organically, it's totally up to you. Choose your form's
language from there.

18

In the end, click Finish. For the last time, review your ad thoroughly and
when you're satisfied to publish it, click on the option to "Confirm".

19

Now your Facebook Lead ad has been created and is ready to get you
more leads.
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